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ABSTRACT
This article examines Chinese-English literary translation as a field of 
professional endeavor within the last decade, drawing on the author’s 
first-hand knowledge as a freelance translator and on secondary 
sources surrounding the processes of translation and publication. 
Positing Chinese-English literary translation as the product of a global 
socioeconomic network, the essay examines, in succession, the 
questions “Who translates?” “Who funds?” “Who publishes” and 
“Who and what is being translated?” The findings are that the field is 
presently experiencing growth, accompanied by a shift from the West 
towards Asia in terms of funding, publication and geographic location 
of translators.
1The author would like to thank the anonymous reviewers, as well as translators Eric 
Abrahamsen and Nicky Harman, all of whom provided helpful comments on an earlier draft 
of this article. He was invited to speak on the subject in 2014 at Ateneo de Manila University 
(invited by Ricardo Leong Center for Chinese Studies and UMPIL) and De La Salle University 
(invited by Bienvenido N. Santos Creative Writing Center and UMPIL). He is grateful to all 
involved and particularly to Karina Bolasco for giving him this opportunity to organize his 
thoughts on the matter.
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Chinese-English2 literary translation as a subject of academic study is 
most often approached from a theoretical perspective, where the subject 
intersects with literary theory, comparative literature, area studies, linguistics, 
and philosophy. Studies from a more empirical perspective might examine 
Chinese-English translation practices, for example, the many strategies one 
might and must deploy in going about putting a Chinese text into English. 
Another closely related field is translation history, charting how the translation 
of works or terms influenced the history of ideas or literary production.3
However, as with any cultural product, translation, in the case of this 
article specifically the translation of contemporary Chinese literature into 
English, is also a product of socioeconomic conditions. Translation consists, 
like any other form of work, of a system of interested transactions. These 
determine what gets translated, by whom, and for which publication. A 
translator is a “subjective individual within a network of socio-economic and 
cultural relationships,”4 and the output of any particular genre or language 
pairing is responsive to shifts in the prevailing local conditions, in this case 
most notably the rapid changes in Mainland China’s international profile 
and cultural politics.
Chinese-English literary translation is thus examined here as a field 
of professional endeavor. While there is an increasing body of work on 
translation as profession, the only published academic work on the topic of 
Chinese-English translation specifically as a field of professional endeavor is 
2Language pairs are identified in this article always with the source language (generally 
“Chinese”) first and the target language (generally “English”) second.
3Recent key works in the rapidly growing literature of these related fields of Chinese-English 
translation include Leo Tak-hung Chan, Twentieth-century Chinese Translation Theory: Modes, Issues 
and Debates (Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing Co., 2004); Mona Baker, Chinese Discourses 
on Translation: Positions and Perspectives (Manchester: St. Jerome Publishing, 2009); Chan Sin-wai, 
A Chronology of Translation in China and the West: From the Legendary Period to 2004 (Hong Kong: 
Chinese University Press, 2009); Valerie Pellatt, Eric T. Liu, and Yalta Ya-Yun Chen, Translating 
Chinese Culture: The Process of Chinese-English Translation (New York: Routledge, 2014). The 
journal which most regularly publishes related articles is the bimonthly Zhongguofanyi (Chinese 
Translators Journal), http://www.cqvip.com/qk/92822X/.
4Peter Bush, “Strawberry Flowers in Realms of Chocolate: The Training of Literary 
Translators,” in The Changing Scene in World Languages: Issues and Challenges, ed. Marian B. 
Labrum (Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing Co., 1997), 111.
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a book chapter by Szu-wen Cindy Kung on Columbia University’s Modern 
Literature from Taiwan series, in which she analyzes that series as issuing 
from a translation network.5 Kung’s work follows the sociocultural turn of 
translation studies, explaining the production of literary translation through 
Actor-Network Theory (ANT). One of the founders of ANT, John Law, 
describes the theory as treating “everything in the social and natural worlds 
as a continuously generated effect of the webs of relations within which 
they are located. . . . Its studies explore and characterise the webs and the 
practices that carry them.”6 Applying ANT to this single case, Kung situates 
the translation series in terms of Taiwanese literature (without considering 
the broader Chinese-language context) and seeks to “explore to what extent 
the agency of translation actors and networks can enhance the visibility of a 
lesser-known literature in a major culture.”7
This paper, while concurring with Kung that the production of literary 
translation can be modeled in these terms, seeks to identify the main actants 
in translation (publishers, translators, funders, authors) for contemporary 
Chinese-English literary translation in general (rather than a particular 
series of works, defined by geographical/political subcategory) while tracking 
recent shifts in the network. For this endeavor, the firsthand experience of 
a translator, as an actant in these networks, is a useful position. As Hélène 
Buzelin has noted, “Fieldwork is particularly suited to observe and analyze 
the agent/structure relation, and translation is no exception.”8 Not least for 
this reason, translation studies have recently experienced a shift “from texts, 
translation traditions and discourse on translation to translators themselves.”9 
Since Chinese-English networks are international as well as often virtual, 
and because information on the financial stakes is not always public, the 
first-hand perspective of a working freelance translator is a practical point of 
5Szu-wen Cindy Kung, “Translation Agents and Networks, with Reference to the Translation 
of Contemporary Taiwanese Novels,” in Translation Research Projects 2, ed. Anthony Pym and 
Alexander Perekrestenko (Tarragona: Intercultural Studies Group, URV, 2009), 123–38. She 
produced an overlapping, apparently unpublished work in 2008, “Network and Cooperation in 
Translating Taiwan in English: With Reference to Translation of Modern Taiwan Literature,” 
which appears at http://www.soas.ac.uk/taiwanstudies/eats/eats2008/file43177.pdf.
6John Law, “Actor Network Theory and Material Semiotics,” in The New Blackwell 
Companion to Social Theory, ed. B. S. Turner (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2008), 141.
7Kung, “Translation Agents and Networks,” 134.
8Hélène Buzelin, “Agents of Translation,” in Handbook of Translation Studies, vol. 2, ed. Yves 
Gambier and Luc van Doorslaer (Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing Co., 2011), 10.
9Hélène Buzelin, “Unexpected Allies: How Latour’s Network Theory Could Complement 
Bourdieusian Analyses in Translation Studies,” The Translator 11, no. 2 (2005): 203. 
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departure for further studies in the field.10 Observations presented here are 
limited to the last ten years, to literary work, and to translation of Chinese into 
English; earlier periods, non-literary translation, and other language pairings 
(including the reverse) fall outside the article’s scope.
Instead, presented here is an analysis of current trends, drawing on 
considerable first-hand experience as well as that of those in the author’s 
professional and social networks, supplemented by sources, mostly online, in 
which Chinese-English literary translators discuss their careers.11
The results of this line of inquiry on the subject lead me to conclude 
that the field is presently experiencing significant growth, accompanied by a 
structural, nascent but considerable, shift outside of academic structures, and 
a geographical move (in terms of translators, publishers, and funding) from 
the West towards Asia.
Who TranslaTes?
It is widely acknowledged that the literary translator who lives exclusively 
from his or her labor in the field of literary translation is exceedingly rare. 
Because funding for literary translation is by and large insufficient to make a 
living, a literary translator must be independently wealthy, be a dependent, or 
undertake other work. The specific situation varies by language pair.12 Advice 
from Paper Republic (the primary internet source and database of information 
on the subject of Chinese-English translation) on how to become a literary 
10I should note, in the interest of full disclosure, that I have published translations with 
many of the presses and journals mentioned, am deputy editor-in-chief of one of them (Chinese 
Arts & Letters) and have received funding from some of the organizations which appear in this 
article. Furthermore, I personally know several of the translators and authors who are discussed. 
Although it is in the nature of such a paper to be inextricably involved in these networks of 
translation, I have tried to adopt as disinterested a perspective as possible while acknowledging 
my position within this network.
11Where not otherwise cited, information on the professional affiliations or activities of 
individual translators is drawn from biographies at their academic institutions or on the principal 
website dedicated to Chinese-English translation issues, Paper Republic.
12English-Chinese literary translation is a more feasible freelance profession, for instance, 
since that pair is in more demand than Chinese-English, and the cost of living overall is lower in 
the Chinese-speaking world than in the English-speaking world.
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translator begins, “First, let’s assume that you have another job as well—I only 
know one person who makes a living just from literary translation.”13
Since literary translation rarely provides an independent livelihood or 
the basis of an academic career, Chinese-English translators typically work 
in one or several adjacent fields or professions. The most obvious of these 
has historically been and still remains academics, specifically, the English-
speaking universities in North America and the United Kingdom. This can 
be established through a superficial survey of the translators of a few of the 
best-known Chinese authors: Mo Yan, Gao Xingjian, Yu Hua, Su Tong.
The most prominent translator of Mo Yan is Goldblatt, who was employed 
at various American institutions before retiring from the University of Notre 
Dame (where he taught 2002–11), and who attributes his entry into the field 
of translation to a supportive dean at San Francisco State University. As a 
Nobel Prize laureate, Mo Yan is the most prominent of the authors Goldblatt 
has translated, but his credits as translator run to over fifty books, a number 
of them co-translated with his wife, Sylvia Li-chun Lin, who was also assistant 
professor at Notre Dame until her recent retirement.
The most prominent translator of the previous Sinophone Nobel Prize 
winner, Gao Xingjian, is Mabel Lee, who was on the academic staff at the 
University of Sydney from 1966 to 2000. The best-known translators of Yu 
Hua’s works are Michael Berry (University of California, Santa Barbara), Alan 
Barr (Pomona College), Andrew F. Jones (University of California, Berkeley), 
and the translation team of Carlos Rojas (Duke University) and Eileen Cheng-
yin Chow (Duke University and Shih Hsin University). Su Tong’s work is 
mostly known in English through the work of Goldblatt and Michael S. 
Duke (University of British Columbia). Other prominent translators of 
contemporary literature—Bonnie S. McDougall, Julia Lovell, John Balcom, 
Alan Barr—have made successful academic careers and presumably their 
livings in the English-speaking world, though most of these translators are 
at least as well-known for their academic writings as for their translations. 
It is thus demonstrable that the North American, British, and Australian 
university systems have provided much of the time and funding for Chinese-
English translations.
However, within the academy, there are an increasing number of translators 
who are active in Asian rather than Western Anglosphere university systems, 
whether in departments focusing on Chinese (Lucas Klein, University of Hong 
13“Frequently Asked Questions for Translators,” Paper Republic, http://paper-republic.org/
resources/trans/faqs/3/.
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Kong; Olivia Milburn, Seoul National University), English (Steve Bradbury, 
National Central University), or Translation (Darryl Sterk, National Taiwan 
University).Some translating academics (or former academics) have also 
contributed work in translation studies. Two examples are Nicky Harman, 
who has written on translation strategies,14 or Eva Hung, who has written on 
the impact of translation from English into Chinese.15
One limiting factor on translation activity is that publication credits as 
translator are often not valued in the process of academic advancement or 
tenure, since many qualified translators, being also academics, could not justify 
the investment of time for a paltry return in terms of career advancement. In 
1995, André Lefevere wrote that
the production of translations failed to confer any academic respectability on 
their producers. Until very recently students were dissuaded from trying to “do 
anything with” translation for their Ph.D.s, whether they would actually produce 
translations or study the impact thereof in the receiving culture(s). As a rule, 
academics still are not often offered employment, and even less often promoted, 
on the basis of translations they have produced, even if those translations 
happen to introduce into the receiving literature works of literature that would 
otherwise have remained inaccessible to readers of that literature.16
Royall Tyler, a prominent Japanese-English translator, has repeatedly spoken 
about the problem of academic recognition of translation, noting in 2003 
that an Australian governmental funding “has hardened its line toward 
translation, in connection with its assignment of monetary value to different 
types of academic publication. Translation is now formally defined as non-
academic, hence of zero value.”17 As translation scholar Lawrence Venuti has 
put it, “Contemporary scholarship tends to assume that translation does not 
offer a true understanding of the foreign text or a valuable contribution to the 
knowledge of literature, domestic or foreign,” with profound consequences 
14Nicky Harman, “Foreign Culture, Foreign Style,” Perspectives 14, no. 1 (2006): 13. 
Another article dealing with a specific aspect of translation is available online: Nicky Harman, 
“Translating Body Language,” Books from Taiwan, March 26, 2005, http://booksfromtaiwan.tw/
latest_info.php?id=23.
15Eva Hung, “Translation and English in Twentieth-century China,” World Englishes 21, no. 
2 (2002): 325–35.
16André Lefevere, “Introduction: Comparative Literature and Translation,” Comparative 
Literature 47, no. 1 (1995): 5.
17Royall Tyler, “Translating the Tale of Genji,” text of a lecture at Monash University, 
October 10, 2003, http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/~jwb/tylerlecture.html.
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“in the hiring, tenure and promotion practices of academic institutions.”18 
Despite the growth of translation studies as a field, academic respectability 
has not usually extended to the practice of translation. Translations are not 
usually regarded as academic publications, especially for non-classical texts. 
Trends in Chinese-English appear to be little different in this respect from 
other language pairs, and Lefevere’s analysis from twenty years ago still largely 
applies today.
Therefore, these issues crop up also in the biographical and professional 
accounts of Chinese-English translators. Theodore Huters, interviewing 
Goldblatt at the Chinese University of Hong Kong’s Research Centre for 
Translation, remarked that literary translation must have been a “hard choice 
to make, considering it’s not rewarded, and in fact it’s looked down upon, 
it’s considered something you do in your spare time.”19 As Hong Kong-based 
academic and translator Lucas Klein wrote about a position (which he has 
since left):
I teach in the Translation program of the department of Chinese, Translation 
and Linguistics at City University of Hong Kong, where each year our raise 
is calculated based in part on our research output (teaching and service also 
count). And yet when we publish translations—whether it’s a poem, an article, 
a book, or whatever—it is not considered part of our output. Let me go over 
that one more time: I teach translation in a translation program in a department 
whose name contains the word translation, and yet when I translate, it’s not 
considered part of my work. I’m hired to teach students about translation, 
but they learn from people who have no incentive to publish or even perform 
translation. This is an insult to me and to people like me, and I think it should 
be an embarrassment to the managerial staff of my university.20
If the doubtful academic payoff of translation works against production of 
translation, another circumstance in the academic market encourages Chinese-
English translation. One result of the decline in prospects for careers in 
English-speaking academics is the emergence of a body of advanced students of 
18Lawrence Venuti, The Scandals of Translation: Towards an Ethics of Difference (London: 
Routledge, 2006), 32.
19The remark occurs during a conversation with Howard Goldblatt on November 2, 2013, as 
part of the fortieth anniversary celebrations for Renditions. It is recorded on video as “Renditions 
Distinguished Lecture Series on Translation—Howard Goldblatt,” https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3tOlrZYNt8Q.
20Lisa Carter, “Spotlight on Literary Translator Lucas Klein,” Intralingo, April 10, 2013, 
http://intralingo.com/spotlight-on-literary-translator-lucas-klein/.
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Chinese literature without an academic income, or any self-evident professional 
outlets for their skills. At the same time, continued immigration has also 
created a larger pool of not-necessarily-academic Chinese-English bilinguals. 
This includes both the large number of Chinese-speaking individuals who 
immigrated to the English-speaking world in childhood or adolescence and 
who may consequently have a native or near-native command of Chinese and 
English without academic training, and the smaller but significant number 
of English-speakers who have made their lives and careers in the Chinese-
speaking world. This is also an era of high frequency of bilingual marriages, 
producing a large number of translators who are married to native speakers 
of the other language, some of whom work in tandem.21
Over the past three decades migration in both directions has been greatly 
stimulated by the economic opening of China, producing a generation of young 
bilinguals whose language skills are less likely to be embedded in formal China 
studies structures. There are examples of translators outside of academia in the 
somewhat older generation, such as Bruce Humes, who recounts, “Since my 
first job in Hong Kong in the early ’80s as a copy editor, I’ve gone on to engage 
in various types of business journalism, literary translation and blog hosting.”22 
This type of non-academic background, however, is now becoming a standard, 
rather than an exceptional, profile.
Thus, making a living as a literary translator is rare, the prospects of a 
career in China studies shrinking, and the body of competent individuals 
is increasing. This situation generates a wide variety of professional profiles 
for younger literary translators, few of whom have only one field of activity. 
For instance, Chinese-English translators are also working as translators for 
non-literary fields (business, exhibits, Chinese public- and private-sector); 
secondary education (international schools in China); and publishing 
(especially Mainland publications of translations and enterprises seeking 
to sell Chinese cultural products). As with translators of other language 
21Besides Goldblatt/Li and Rojas/Chow, other couples who have at times been credited 
together include John and Yingtsih Balcom and Michael Duke and Josephine Chiu-Duke. In an 
interview, Darryl Sterk acknowledged that his wife, a native speaker of Chinese, “does the final 
read through, catching any lingering errors” (Jane Gerster, “Translator Darryl Sterk at the IFOA: 
Interview,” Star, October 24, 2013, http://www.thestar.com/entertainment/books/2013/10/24/
translator_darryl_sterk_at_the_ifoa_interview.html). The most prominent Chinese-English 
translation couple was, of course, Gladys Yang and Yang Xianyi. Since this article concerns living 
translators of contemporary literature, their work falls outside the scope of this essay.
22Bruce Humes, “Bruce Humes,” Why I Write, August 15, 2013, http://www.whyiwrite.
net/2013/08/bruce-humes.
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pairings, several also publish as journalists (Alice Xin Liu), poets (Shelly 
Bryant), fiction writers (Eleanor Goodman), or dramatists (Jeremy Tiang). 
A few translate from other languages as well as Chinese (Anna Holmwood 
from Swedish) and others from Chinese into another language (Brian Holton 
into Scots); a few translate also in the other direction (i.e., English-Chinese; 
Melody Li). Other genres of translation, such as journalism (Joel Martinsen) 
and subtitling or surtitling for screen (Cindy M. Carter) or for stage (myself), 
may or may not be considered literary depending on one’s definitions of terms, 
though they do not ordinarily feature in discussions of “literary translation.” 
Another adjacent activity are the internal partial translations for publishers 
considering whether to commission a full translation; these are paid for, but 
if the publisher decides against a work, the work may simply disappear since 
the publisher neither relinquishes the rights nor commissions the translation. 
The variety of work undertaken by younger translators—and many of these 
translators patch together several of these activities, often along with academic 
grants—reflects a shift of translation outside the academy.
At the same time, recent increases in funds available for Chinese-English 
translation have now made literary translation a more realistic source of a 
(modest) income. Briton Nicky Harman is one person for whom translation 
is the principal profession. Her biography on Paper Republic lists her as 
teaching “on the MSc in Translation at Imperial College until 2011 and now 
translat[ing] full-time from Chinese.” It seems likely, however, that some income 
is derived from closely related events, such as book reviews, mentoring, and 
contest-judging. Certainly, she is extremely prolific: her publications in 2014 
included five volumes of fiction, one of poetry, not to mention several magazine 
publications.23 In 2011, she described her choice as follows:
I’m fully aware that as a freelancer you can never guarantee that you’ll have 
enough work. But one thing I realized was that I wanted to do as much literary 
translation as I could. I have fewer financial commitments now and a very 
supportive husband, so I thought it was time for me to take a leap into the 
unknown. It’s quite an unpredictable business, and whether you can actually 
make a living out of it, well, some people do, but many people don’t. They just 
do it as a sideline. I thought now it’s time for me to stop doing it as a sideline. 
That means not only doing the translation, but also talking about it to people, 
23Nicky Harman and Helen Wang, “2014 Translations from Chinese—A Bumper Crop,” 
Paper Republic, November 16, 2014, http://paper-republic.org/nickyharman/2014-translations-
from-chinese-a-bumper-crop/. I also consulted the similar lists for 2012 and 2013.
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running courses about it, and committing myself completely to Chinese to 
English translation.24
She goes on to cite Goldblatt, a retired academic, as the only other translator 
she knows of who made his living off it.
American Eric Abrahamsen, co-founder of Paper Republic, has lived in 
Beijing since 2001, leading another career principally defined by translation. 
However, according to his Paper Republic biography, he is also committed to 
“editorial work for Pathlight magazine, consulting for the Hachette-Phoenix 
publishing company, and various and sundry activities related to promoting 
Chinese literature abroad.”25 In private correspondence in June 2015, he 
wrote that his “primary sources of income now are consulting for Chinese 
publishing houses, and doing events organization related to Chinese authors 
and literature.”26
As a result of these demographic, political and economic changes, one 
can identify a changing of the guard; Goldblatt, McDougall, Lee, Berry—
translators who began publishing in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s—are largely 
academics situated in the West. Although some younger translators remain 
on the academic path (Lovell, Klein, Darryl Sterk), many of the younger 
translators who began publishing in the new millennium work entirely outside 
of university structures (Abrahamsen, Bryant), even if some of them have 
taught at universities in the past (Harman), or may also have a PhD (Fiona 
Sze-Lorrain). Also noteworthy is the tendency for the residency of translators 
to be increasingly Asia-based, both on account of a relatively attractive Asian 
academic job market and more general trends in bilingual competency and 
population movements.
Who Publishes?
Literary translation makes up a notoriously small proportion of the 
English reading world’s consumption, with three percent being a frequently-
24Li Hao, “Translation of Contemporary Chinese Literature in the English Speaking World: 
An Interview with Nicky Harman,” AALITRA Review: A Journal of Literary Translation, no. 4 
(February 2012): 18.
25Eric Abrahamsen, “Eric Abrahamsen,” Paper Republic, http://paper-republic.org/
ericabrahamsen.
26Eric Abrahamsen, letter to the author, June 11, 2015.
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cited figure.27 Of that small percentage, translations from Chinese occupy a 
minute proportion. Nevertheless, persistent interest in China, a decrease in 
publishing overhead with the emergence of eBooks and print-on-demand, and 
the growing number of competent translators, are driving a modest increase 
in publications of contemporary Chinese literature in English translation.
The best-known and most widely distributed titles are put out by a few 
big publishers, notably Penguin China, Simon & Schuster, and Knopf/
Doubleday. University presses continue to offer a few influential lines of 
Chinese titles (Oklahoma; Columbia). Nevertheless, an overview of recent 
publications suggests that numerically, the dominant model is becoming small 
translation-based and/or Asia-oriented presses, such as Comma Press (UK); 
Zephyr Books, Two Lines Press, Merwin Asia (United States); Make-Do 
(Hong Kong); Epigram (Singapore); Wild Peony (Australia), even if their 
impact is small compared to the fewer titles with large publishers. No doubt 
for many if not all of these small presses, much of the operating budget can 
be traced to grants. Several are run on a shoestring with only very few (or 
sometimes no) full-time staff members.28
Particularly worthy of mention is the preponderance of titles from Zephyr 
Press in poetry publishing. It has produced five of eight total titles in 2012, all 
three in 2013, and six of thirteen volumes in 2014. Zephyr describes itself as “a 
non-profit independent literary press whose titles foster a deeper understanding 
of cultures and languages from around the world.”29 It can legitimately claim 
to have made several Chinese-language poets widely available in English for 
the first time, including Yu Jian, Han Dong, Ouyang Jianghe and Wang 
Xiaoni, in collaboration with the Jintian Literary Foundation and The Chinese 
University Press. Such collaboration “highlights the ever-changing literary 
culture of China while simultaneously expanding the English language with 
a wave of new voices in translation.”30 The collaboration implies both a trans-
Pacific network of funders, publishers and translators (not to mention readers) 
27Christina Larson, “Book Publishers Try to Sell Chinese Literature in Translation,” 
Bloomberg Business, July 18, 2013, http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2013-07-18/book-
publishers-try-to-sell-chinese-fiction-in-translation.
28See, for instance, Zephyr Press, http://www.zephyrpress.org/; “About,” Two Lines Press, 
http://twolinespress.com/about/; “From Publisher to Translator,” China Connections, March–
April 2011, http://www.chinaconnections.com.au/en/magazine/back-issues/75-march-april-
2011/940-from-publisher-to-translator.
29Zephyr Press, http://www.zephyrpress.org/index.php.
30Chinese University Press, “Something Crosses My Mind,” https://www.chineseupress.
com/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=2797.
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as well as a connection to the historic Jintian (Today) literary magazine 
founded by Bei Dao and Mang Ke in 1978 and associated largely with the 
Misty Poets.
In terms of publication in journals, pride of place goes to the venerable 
Chinese University of Hong Kong publication, Renditions, founded in 1973. 
Renditions publishes translations from any period of Chinese history, including 
a considerable amount of contemporary literature. Several publications which 
focus exclusively on the contemporary period have also sprung up in recent 
years, notably Chinese Literature Today at the University of Oklahoma, and 
Chinese Arts & Letters (both of which publish academic work alongside 
translations) as well as Pathlight. All of these publications pay translators and 
authors, a situation that does not always obtain with literary translation.
Another outlet for translators was Chutzpah! , which in 2014 closed 
after sixteen issues, and which contained a “fifty-page English-language 
mini-journal, or ‘parasite,’ called Peregrine, sandwiched inside the Chinese 
magazine,” edited by translator Austin Woerner.31 Pangolin House, founded 
in 2012 and based in Hong Kong and the United States, is an online journal 
devoted to Chinese and English-language poetry, much of it in translation. 
Other journals, such as the Hong Kong-based Asia Literary Review (founded 
2006) or Taipei-based online journal Asymptote (founded 2011), may be more 
international in scope, but they publish a considerable amount of Chinese 
literature in translation.
The last decade has thus seen considerable growth for the production of 
translation in both book and journal form, much of this growth to be found 
in Asia, and a substantial part of it initiated by, edited, or funded by actors 
situated in the Chinese-speaking world.
Who Funds?
Asked in the pages of World Literature Today to identify what the obstacles 
were to Chinese literature’s reaching a larger audience in the United States, 
Eric Abrahamsen answered, “Economics. A lack of qualified (and interested) 
translators. Maybe that boils down to economics, too. It’s a big investment of 
time, money, and labor to translate a novel, and no one seems fully convinced 
31Lee Yew Leong, “Farewell to Chutzpah!,” Asymptote, March 3, 2014, http://www.
asymptotejournal.com/blog/2014/03/03/on-the-end-of-chutzpah/.
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that it’s worth it.”32 The funding processes for translation are not always 
transparent, and on this subject my view is limited by my perspective as 
a translator rather than as a publisher or agent. Nevertheless, some of the 
economic tendencies, and limits, for Chinese-English literary translation are 
easy to establish.
One development which has contributed to the growth of Chinese-English 
translation is state-funded initiatives of the Chinese state to establish forums 
for translation. Pathlight’s launch in 2011 was reported in China’s official 
media as follows: “China’s flagship literature magazine [People’s Literature] 
has launched an English version to tap into overseas audiences and boost the 
global impact of contemporary Chinese literature.”33 It is thus presumably 
funded entirely by the Chinese state, although, since its content by no means 
mirrors People’s Literature, it is not actually a “version.” Another state-funded 
publication, Chinese Arts & Letters, was launched in 2014 with an editorial 
base drawn largely from the staff of Nanjing Normal University. It is run 
as a “co-sponsorship of the International Cultural Exchange Association of 
Jiangsu Province, the Provincial Writers Association, the Provincial Federation 
of Literary and Art Circles, Nanjing Normal University and Jiangsu Phoenix 
Publishing & Media Inc.” and is consequently subject to considerable influence 
from Mainland Chinese official literary structures, including in the selection 
of works to be translated.34
Chinese Literature Today, a literary and academic journal which describes 
itself as a “title from the award-winning World Literature Today” and thus a 
University of Oklahoma publication, is also, editorially speaking, substantially 
a cooperative project with Beijing Normal University, not least because 
“[s]ubmissions from China will be approved by peer reviewers at Beijing 
Normal University before they are translated and sent to the US editorial 
staff.”35 Mainland or cooperative publications of this kind are thus editorially 
a negotiation between the views of Mainland cultural authorities regarding 
the role of such publications in promoting Chinese literature, and the ideas 
32Andrea Lingenfelter, “Translating the Paper Republic: An Interview with Eric Abrahamsen,” 
World Literature Today 88, nos. 3–4 (2014): 63. Lingenfelter is herself a Chinese-English literary 
translator.
33“China’s Flagship Literature Magazine Launches English Version,” Xinhua News, November 
24, 2011, http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/china/2011-11/24/c_131267346.htm.
34“Biannual Chinese Arts and Letters Published in Nanjing,” JSChina, May 15, 2014, http://
english.jschina.com.cn/TodayJiangsu/201405/t1470168.shtml.
35“About: History,” Chinese Literature Today, January 9, 2014, http://www.ou.edu/clt/
history.html.
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of the editorial staff (a mixture of Mainland Chinese and non-Mainland 
individuals) about what might interest the English reader.
Outside of the large publishing houses (which, presumably, pay translators 
from their own coffers), funding for translation comes largely from grants 
and prizes to translators and publishers. These may originate in the cultural 
bureaucracy of Mainland China (Chinese Writers’ Association, Ministry of 
Culture, the China Book International), Taiwan (National Museum of Taiwan 
Literature), Singapore (National Arts Council), the United States (PEN 
America, National Endowment of the Arts), Hong Kong (Arts Development 
Council), the United Kingdom (English PEN, e.g. PEN Translates, Arts and 
Humanities Research Council), and so on.
A small number of opportunities come from private initiatives, such 
as the Henry Luce Foundation Chinese Poetry & Translation Fellowship, 
which presently provides for joint residencies of a translator and a poet at the 
Vermont Studio Center. Renditions, although operated by CUHK’s Research 
Centre for Translation, is sponsored by the Wing Lung Bank. Another source 
of private (but very well-connected) funding is Taiwan’s Chiang Ching-
kuo Foundation. Among other things, it provides much of the funding for 
Columbia University’s Modern Literature from Taiwan series, which has 
produced twenty volumes of Taiwanese literature since 2000.36 Taiwanese 
funding has also supported four publication series, much of them consisting of 
works in translation, produced by the Center for Taiwan Studies at University 
of California, Santa Barbara.
Funding for Chinese-English literary translation can thus be modeled as 
a mix of public and private funds, with the former predominating. A major 
recent increase in funding from Mainland sources, expressed through various 
publications and initiatives, is a noteworthy trend.
Who and WhaT is being TranslaTed?
The question of who and what gets translated, although dependent on 
various actants within the network, is determined in the first instance by 
who initiates the project. Some translations are initiated by translators; others 
36Owain Mckimm, “‘The Pleasure behind the Poem’: Steve Bradbury, Poetry Translator,” 
Wild East, January 13, 2011, http://www.thewildeast.net/2011/05/the-pleasure-behind-the-
poem-steve-bradbury-poetry-translator/.
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by publishers.37 Here is John Balcom giving an account of how he came to 
translate Li Rui’s Trees without Wind.
My friend G[ö]ran Malmqvist recommended the book to me and I was 
completely blown away by it. Immediately after I put the book down, I decided I 
had to translate it. I then contacted Li Rui in hopes of obtaining his permission 
to translate the novel. My friend and mentor, Howard Goldblatt, had planned 
to translate the novel, but having so many other things to do, he graciously 
allowed me to take up the slack and translate it, for which I am grateful. I then 
proposed the book to Jennifer Crewe at Columbia University Press, an editor 
with whom I have worked for many years. David Wang, the series editor, lent 
his support and, after favorable external reviews of the translation, the title was 
accepted for CUP’s Weatherhead series and published.38
Although this project of translation was Balcom’s own, it was first proposed by 
another translator (Malmqvist is the best-known Chinese-Swedish translator, 
and a member of the Swedish Academy, which awards the Nobel Prize for 
Literature), and came to fruition through the permission of Goldblatt, who 
presumably had also obtained Li Rui’s agreement. On the publishing end, 
an editor and a series editor (the latter himself a major actant in US-based 
China Studies), as well as reviewers, generated the process leading from 
the moment of decision to the finished project. Li Rui, although perhaps 
better-known outside of China than within it, has also won state-sponsored 
prizes and held editing positions at state-owned journals; like most authors, 
he is in some degree part of the government literary establishment. Thus, a 
network spreading over three continents, dispersed through North American 
universities, European academics, and the Chinese establishment, was 
necessary to complete the project.
Another well-known translator, Alan Barr, has described in an interview 
how he came to translate a book by Yu Hua. In this case, the translator can 
even be said to have a role in the genesis of that particular book:
37There are also those that are initiated by authors, though this forms a smaller category. 
Generally, the process involves the author hiring a translator privately and then, on the basis of a 
full or partial translation, attempting to find a publisher for the finished work. Since authors wish 
to reach a wider public, this process is not uncommon. I have been personally approached for this 
type of work on children’s books, autobiographies, fiction, and poetry.
38Linda Morefield, “Interview with John Balcom,” Washington Independent Review of Books, 
March 19, 2013, http://www.washingtonindependentreviewofbooks.com/features/interview-
with-john-balcom. Speaking anecdotally, I also know of an instance where Goldblatt convinced a 
Chinese author to agree to a publication by vouching for the publisher of a small press.
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The concept of one book, China in Ten Words, was developed after Yu spoke 
at Pomona in 2009. Barr had invited the writer to speak during his U.S. 
tour for his novel Brothers. When discussing the topic of Yu’s speech, Barr 
suggested Yu speak about China from a writer’s point of view, and Yu built 
his presentation around two common words in the contemporary Chinese 
language: 人民 (“people”) and 领袖 (“leader”). He realized he had other words 
he wanted to write about and developed the idea into a book.
“When I drove him to LAX at the end of his visit here, we agreed that I 
would translate the book into English,” recalls Barr.39
In this case, the translator—far from being passive or transparent—is the 
initiator not only of the translation, but of the work. The work, which is 
written with translation (and English-speaking readers in mind), is inspired 
by, rendered by, and presumably paid for by, actors in the United States, 
and the rationale for translation emerges not out of the place of the work 
in China’s literature, but out of the demand for a translated work among 
English-speaking readers.
To take my own experience as a final example: I secured my own first 
opportunity as a literary translator in 2005. I was attending Nanjing University 
on a Harvard-Yenching Student Fellowship when I took a translation of a Su 
Tong short story to an author event at Nanjing’s Alliance Française. He took 
a brief look at the story, and we agreed to have tea some time later. On that 
occasion, he talked about his visit to Harvard, where I had seen an event at 
which he had spoken. On that occasion, he had been introduced by a professor 
whose class I was taking at that time, the academic and translator Eileen 
Cheng-yin Chow. During the tea, he gave me permission to translate the stories 
I liked best, and the book that resulted (Madwoman on the Bridge and Other 
Stories) was sold by the then-new Hong Kong-based Peony Literary Agency 
to Bertelsmann-owned TransWorld (a British publishing division of Random 
House), ultimately printed with their imprint Black Swan. For a more recent 
project, Irina’s Hat: New Short Stories from China, I depended on the support 
of the China Writers’ Association (through connections made through the 
Shanghai Writers’ Association, made possible through further introductions 
effected through Chinese-Canadian channels) to secure the authors’ rights 
and to fund the translation, while the US publisher (MerwinAsia) paid the 
authors a per-word rate.
39Laura Tiffany, “Professor Alan Barr Translates Book for Top Chinese Blogger and Race Car 
Driver,” Pomona College News, December 20, 2012, http://www.pomona.edu/news/2012/12/20-
allan-barr-han-han-book.aspx.
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The history of any single translator-initiated translation today almost 
certainly extends over various countries, whose actants are funded by various 
(ultimately often public) sources. Thus, even when generated by personal 
connections, translator-initiated projects often rely on China Studies university 
networks and events, agencies and official entities to make contact with the 
authors, get the rights, and sell the work to presses. Linguistic competence, 
while essential, must operate through complex networks of academic, official, 
and personal connections in order to result in a completed translation.
The second category of publications is publisher-initiated. Having 
commissioned readers and/or partial translations, the publishers decide on 
particular works before a translator is engaged. They then hire such a person, 
generally at a per-character rate. Compared with translator-initiated projects, 
which may be motivated primarily or entirely by attachment to the work or 
to the author, the publishers are more likely to have their target readership 
firmly in mind. Translators and authors may or may not know each other; 
contact is not necessarily encouraged. 
Third parties, such as literary agencies and professional associations, may 
also be involved. In a recent publication and distribution agreement between 
Yilin Press and Simon & Schuster, which principally involves the release of 
three hundred English-Chinese translations, as well as including a smaller 
number (eight were planned for 2014) of Chinese-English translations, in its 
role as partner with Simon & Schuster, Yilin undertakes the contracts with 
Chinese-English translators.40 Thus, while Simon & Schuster has perhaps 
selected the titles by engaging readers (work perhaps also undertaken by 
Yilin on their behalf), the production of Chinese-English translation is being 
managed by the Chinese partner.
The identity of publishers and translators is determined by socioeconomic 
forces, which in turn are to a substantial extent the result of the decisions 
of cultural authorities. The same holds true of the selection of works which 
are translated. I have suggested elsewhere that processes of translation from 
Chinese to English are “slanted towards the male, the racy, the overtly political, 
the transgressive, and the weird.”41 This observation applies perhaps especially 
where Western market forces are most at play, that is, when publishers are 
40Michael Kozlowski, “Simon & Schuster and Yilin Press Announce new eBook Deal,” Good 
E-reader, October 7, 2013, http://goodereader.com/blog/e-book-news/simon-schuster-and-yilin-
press-announce-new-ebook-deal.
41Josh Stenberg, “Two Questions about Categories in the Relationship between Chinese 
Literature and World Literature,” Canadian Review of Comparative Literature 41, no. 3 (2014): 
287–303. See 297 in particular.
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making the selection. However, there may be signs that the situation is 
undergoing change. One industry insider has commented: “People are more 
familiar with China [nowadays]. The pitch for a book doesn’t have to rely 
on painting China as exotic and crazy anymore.”42 A similar perspective was 
recently voiced by Penguin China’s managing editor, who remarked, “In 
the past, people tended to see China as speaking with one voice, having one 
experience . . . . But what [global] readers are beginning to glimpse now is 
the great diversity of voices and opinions within China.”43
Whether works are translator- or publisher-initiated, there is always 
a potential political aspect. When funding comes from official Mainland 
sources, it is reasonable to expect that many of the processes of censorship 
and self-censorship which operate in Chinese publishing apply.44 Some writers 
are more likely to be translated on account of their position in the cultural 
bureaucracy; some topics may be avoided because they do not represent the 
images authorities would like to project of China or of Chinese literature. 
This situation may occur for a number of reasons, not all of them narrowly 
political; for instance, I have known translations of writing to be excluded 
on the grounds of containing queer themes. On the other hand, I have no 
wish to overstate the role of state control on Mainland Chinese literature, 
which after all frequently exhibits a great deal of freedom and paints a highly 
critical picture of China. As the editor-in-chief of Publishing Perspectives noted 
in 2010:
“Soft power” is itself something of an amorphous term, but it can generally be 
agreed upon that for it to work, it needs to be seductive and/or attractive . . . . 
What’s notable about the Chinese literature that has made it out of the country 
is how critical many of them [sic] have been to the country.45
Even authors who are in generally good graces with authorities—Mo 
Yan, Yu Hua, Su Tong, to name the most prominent—typically produce a 
42Larson, “Book Publishers.”
43Christina Larson, “Chinese Fiction Is Hot,” Bloomberg Business, October 23, 2012, http://
www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2012-10-23/chinese-fiction-is-hot.
44Eric Abrahamsen has analyzed the self-censorship of authors as generated by a “monolithic 
old-boy network driven by personal relations,” and concludes that it is more powerful than state 
censorship. Eric Abrahamsen, “The Real Censors of China,” New York Times, June 16, 2015, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/17/opinion/the-real-censors-of-china.html?_r=0.
45Edward Nawotka, “Is Literature Useful as an Instrument of ‘Soft Power?’” Publishing 
Perspectives, April 2, 2010, http://publishingperspectives.com/2010/04/is-literature-useful-as-an-
instrument-of-soft-power/.
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vision of China which is unflattering. Translation, however, is also a vehicle 
to bring voices of overt dissidence to the English-reading public; for example, 
the works of Liao Yiwu or Gao Xingjian. Other writers, such as Chen Xiwo, 
while not consistently banned in China, have waged a constant battle against 
censorship, often publishing their works in expurgated form; English versions 
present more complete forms.46 Publication in English can thus be both a 
challenge to official representations and a vindication of work otherwise 
unavailable or incompletely available. At least one press, Hong Kong-based 
Make-Do, sees its mission in producing translations of “independents such 
as Murong Xuecun and Chen Xiwo, who tend to offer something different 
from the government-backed writers who receive Beijing’s stipends and other 
incentives to encourage them to stay on message.”47 Other writers have been 
able to use international networks to publish something in English (and in 
Chinese, but only in Taiwan) which is too critical or sensitive for publication 
in Mainland China.48
Other factors are at work in terms of what will be translated. For instance, 
in some cases, a biographical advantage for publication exists, as in the case 
of those writers who live abroad or have done so in the past (Yang Lian; Gao 
Xingjian; Bei Dao; Chan Koonchung; Zhang Ling), or who are married 
to foreigners. Another skew is geographical, as in the case of Singapore, 
46E.g. Chen Xiwo’s Book of Sins, a work which “examine[s] the links between sexual and 
political deviance,” was heavily expurgated in Chinese but published in its entirety in English. See 
Aimee Hamilton, “China: Chen Xiwo’s Banned Book Published in English,” Index on Censorship, 
October 6, 2014, https://www.indexoncensorship.org/2014/10/china-chen-xiwo-banned-book-
published-english/.
47Agence France-Presse, “Make-Do Publishing Translates Independent Chinese Writers for 
West,” South China Morning Post, September 5, 2012, http://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/books/
article/1029717/make-do-publishing-translates-independent-chinese-writers-west.
48The particular example of Yu Hua, writing specifically to be translated, was noted above. 
Another example would be works of Yan Lianke such as Dream of Ding Village (dealing with a 
village in Henan suffering from a catastrophic AIDS outbreak because of tainted blood sales) or 
Serve the People! (Jonathan Watts, “Censor Sees through Writer’s Guile in Tale of China’s Blood-
Selling Scandal,” The Guardian, October 9, 2006, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2006/
oct/09/books.china). In a more extended sense, one might consider some works by expatriate 
authors such as Ha Jin (A Free Life) or Li Yiyun (The Vagrants), who choose to write in English 
rather than their native Chinese, to be in some sense “translations” to avoid censorship or non-
publication. Cf. also Goldblatt’s remark that Mo Yan “has insisted that a writer must not write 
for the translator—unfortunately that happens” (Howard Goldblatt, “A Mutually Rewarding 
Yet Uneasy and Sometimes Fragile Relationship between Author and Translator,” in Mo Yan in 
Context: Nobel Laureate and Global Storyteller, ed. Angelica Duran and Yuhan Huang [Purdue: 
West Lafayette, 2014], 24).
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where Chinese-language writing co-exists with English-language publishing 
alongside state support for translation.49 Even within the Mainland, work 
from Shanghai is still far more likely to reach publisher or translator attention 
than work from, say, rural Hunan, since the international networks which 
generate translation densely interact with only a few principal Chinese-
speaking cities.
ConClusions
What at the personal level seems like a chaos of productive connection 
can be conceptualized as a vast network of authors, translators, editors, 
academics, publishers, officials, readers, buyers, organizations, and texts. 
Any given translation must pass through several nodes in that network in 
order to be realized; and the production of the work is always the product of 
socioeconomic forces. In recent years, as the various contact points of these 
Chinese-English literary translation networks shift, the balance of gravity is 
moving towards Asia and particularly towards the Mainland. Publishing inside 
and outside of China is benefiting from government support of translation, 
and the incentives inherent in the network, especially for younger translators 
who are native speakers of English, are increasingly toward residence in Asia. 
At the same time, the university is becoming less central, both as the source 
of salaried employment for translators and as a publishing hub.
The production of Chinese-English translation is inextricably intertwined 
with the question of the representation of China and/or the Chinese-speaking 
world in the English-speaking world. There is an inherent cultural capital for 
a country to be seen as a literary nation, an assumption which grounds, for 
instance, the Chinese obsession with winning a Nobel Prize for literature.50 
Howard Goldblatt has suggested that the desire to bring Chinese literature to 
a wider audience is “too often . . . simply a matter of national pride.”51 With 
the Mainland taking a greater interest in literary translation as a source of 
49“New Grants Framework” and “Creation,” National Arts Council Singapore, https://
www.nac.gov.sg/grants-schemes/grants/new-grants-framework; https://www.nac.gov.sg/grants-
schemes/grants/creation.
50See Julia Lovell, The Politics of Cultural Capital: China’s Quest for a Nobel Prize in Literature 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2006).
51Howard Goldblatt, “How Can Chinese Literature Reach A World Audience?” Chinese Arts 
& Letters 1, no. 2 (2014): 102.
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“soft power,” the networks of literary translation will often serve the interests 
of Mainland Chinese cultural bureaucracy. A recent China Daily article 
deployed comments by Malmqvist to underline the connection between soft 
power and literary translation, stating that a key way to improve Western 
understanding of China “is for the Chinese government to invest in more 
translations of great Chinese works into foreign languages, and to encourage 
publishers to publish these works.”52 At the same time, literary translation is 
also being used as a tool for disseminating alternative Sinophone narratives 
(Taiwanese, Southeast Asian, Hong Kong, immigrant) as well as Mainland 
Chinese dissent, whether subtle or overt. It can also be argued that translation 
operates as a tool for presenting China in a negative light, even if such a view 
does not inhere in the original text. A recent article by University of Hong 
Kong translation studies scholar Tong King Lee, for instance, has argued 
that “literary translation is part of a wider programme of anglophone textual 
practices that renders China an overdetermined sign pointing to a repressive, 
dystopic Other.”53
The various actants who produce such translations, each with their own 
ideologies and agendas, continue to make literary translation an arena to 
contest the image of China and the narratives of the Chinese-speaking world, 
at least in the intellectual life of the small English-speaking readership for 
Chinese literary works in translation.
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